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First we take a right artinian ring R.
is a direct sum of indecomposable modules.
S of Ey there exists a direct summand of
ΣΘSrt be a decomposition of the socle of

Then every injective .R-module E
Further for every simple submodule
E whose socle is equal to S. Let
E. Then we have a decomposition

of E by indecomposable modules Ea such that E=^@EΛ

and the socle of EΛ is

Sa. We shall call the first property and the second propert the extending property of simple module and of decomposition, respectively. These concepts
are dual to those of lifting properties mentioned in Γ7].
We shall study the above properties on direct sums oί completely indecomposable modules with certain condition over an arbitiary ring. We shall give
characterizations of those properties in terms of endomorphisms over direct
summands and show that quasi-injective modules and generalized uniserial
rings [15] are related to those properties. Our results are dual or similar to
those in [9] and are applied to the study of QF-2 rings in [8].
1. Notations
Throughout this paper R is a ring with identity and every i?-module is a
unitary right i?-module. For an i?-module M, we denote its socle and its
injective envelope by S(M) and E(M)> respectively. For a submodule N of M,
we use the symbol N^eM to indicate that M is an essential extension of N.
In [9], the first author has studied direct sums of hollow modules by introducing the lifting property of simple module and that of decomposition.
In order to deal with their dual properties, we must consider the dual condition
to(E-I)in[9]:
(M-I)

Every monomorphίsm of an R-module into itself is isomorphic.

If a uniform i?-module M satisfies (M-I), then End^M) is a local ling, namely
M is completely indecomposable. In particular, indecomposable quasi-injective
i?-modules are completely indecomposable modules with (M-I). Artinian
jR-modules clearly satisfy (M-I).
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For a set {Ma} I of i?-modules with (M-I), we define a partial order < * in
the set as follows: If Ma^Mβ, we put M r t Ξ ^ , If there exists a monomorphism of M Λ to Mβ, we define M«^*Mβ.
Let {Na}i be an independent set of submodules of an i?-module M.
is said to be a locally direct summand of M [10] if for any finite subset/
of /, Σ θ Λ ^ is a direct summand of M.

Σ

A set {Ma} I which consists of completely indecomposable i?-modules is
called a locally (resp. semi-) T-nilpotent ±et if for any family of countable nonisomorphisms {fin: Min-*Min+ι\n>\}
(resρ.z' w Φv for wφw') and any x in M^,
there exists an integer m depending on x such that fimfim^m'fi
(x)=0 ([5]).
It is known in [10] that {Ma}r is locally semi-T-ni)potent if and only if, for
any independent set {Nβ}j of submodules of M = 2 θ ϋ ί ί » , Σ ® Nβ is a direct
summand of M if it is a locally direct summand of M.
For given i?-modules Mand M' and submodules N^Mand N'<ΞM\ we say
HomR(N, N') is extended to Hom^M, Mr) if every element in Hom^iV, N') is
extended to one in Hom^M, M'). Similarly we say Aut^iV) is extended to
ff(M) provided every automorphism of N is extended to one of M.
Let M = Σ ® M »

If ΛΓ is a submodule of M such that N is contained

in *Σ(BMΛi for some finite subset {al9 •••, an} in /, we say JV is finitely contained
in the direct sum (with respect to the decomposition M=Σ®MΛ)

and we briefly

wiite it as f.c. module. Let x be a non-zero element in M and express it in
the direct sum as x=xΛi-\
\-x«H where 0 φ Λ β | . ε M β Γ Then we say x has the
length n for M=^ΣΛ®MΛ.
In the expression of x it may happen that all annihilators (0: xΛ.) are the same. If x is written in this form, we say x is a smooth
element for J l ί = Σ θ M Λ . We omit the word 'for Λ f = Σ θ M Λ ' in the definition
I

I

if no confusions arise. We denote the set of all smooth elements of M by
S(M=^®Ma).
We say a submodule of M is smooth if every non-zero elements
in it is smooth.
We can easily verify the following

1)

facts about smooth elements for

Every element in (LJMJ-{0} is smooth with the length 1.

2) Let {1, —9n}^Iand0ΦXi&Mifσri=l9—,n.
If /•: XiR->xi+1R is a
monomorphism for / = 1 , •••,», ίAerc {s+/i(#)H
h/«/«-r"/i(#)l#^*ii?} w «
smooth submodule of M.
3) // ΛI ii α smooth element with the length n, so is every non-zero element
in xR.
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4) For 0 Φ# in M, there exists r in R such that xr Φθ is smooth.
5) If xR is a simple submodule of M, theti it is smooth.
2. Extending property of submodule
First we shall consider the following special case.
Proposition 1. Let {Ea} 7 be a set of indecomposable injective R-modules and
E=^®Ea.
Then
I

1) Each Ea is a uniform module satisfying (M-I).
2) Let {Nβ} be an independent set off.c. uniform modules of E. Then there
exists a set {Fβ} j of direct summands of E such that Nβ c:eFβ and Σ ®Fβ is a locally
direct summand.
3) If x is a smooth dement of E, then there exists a direct summand F of E
such that F is indecomposable and xR^eF.
Proof. 1) is clear. 2) Since Nβ is f.c, we can take Fβ=E(Nβ)
each β. Then {Fβ}j is a desired set. Similarly we can show 3).

in E for

In this section we shall study some properties in the above proposition on
a more general case, namely on direct sums of completely indecomposable
modules. For this purpose we introduce several properties.
Let M be an i?-module and N a subouule of M. We say N is essentially
extended to a direct summand of M if there exists a direct summand of M which
contains N as an essential submodule. We say M has the extending property of
simple (resp. uniform) module provided every simple (resp. uniform) submodule
of M is essentially extended to a direct summand of M. When M = 2 J © M Λ ,
i

we say M has the extending property of cyclic smooth module for M = 2 θ Λ ί Λ if
every cyclic smooth submodule of M is essentially extended to a direct summand of M. We also omit the word [for M=yΣk®M* in the above. Similarly
we can define the extending property of smooth module, the extending property if
f.c. uniform module and the extending property of uniform and smooth module, etc.
Now, we are concerned with those properties on direct sums of completely
indecomposable i?-modules. Therefore, from now on, we assume {M^j is
a set of completely indecomposable R-modules and M—^®Ma\ whence each MΛ
has the exchange property [16].
We often take a subset 3" of S{M=^Σι®M<&) which satisfies the following
condition:
(*) For any Qφx^M, there exists r in R such that
For example, e>(M=Σ0M Λ ) itself satisfies the condition (*). In the case
of *S'(M)cβM, the set of all non-zero elements x in M such that xR is simple
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satisfies the condition (*).
Proposition 2. Let 3 be a subset of c S ( M = 2 θ M Λ ) satisfying (*) and let
If every cyclic submodule of M generated by an element in 3?Γ\Mβ is essent tally extended to a direct summand of M, then Mβ is uniform.
Proof. Contrary to the assertion, assume that Mβ is not uniform and take
non-zero elements xu x2 in Mβ such that x1Rf]x2R=0.
Since £F satisfies (*),
there exists r in R such that xλr^3.
By the assumption, we can take a direct
summand N of M such that x{rRc:eN.
Since TV is a direct summand of M,
there exists a direct summand N'((BN which is isomorphic to some member in
{ M j j by [1]. Inasmuch as N' has the exchange property, we have
M = l
for some / c J . Then we see from Nf Π Mβ Φ 0 that / — / = {β}. Let x2=y+z
where y^N' and ^ G ^ S M y , Since x2^Mβy y must be non-zero. Hence
J

there exists sGίi? such that OΦysGΞxpR since x^R^JV.
Then x2s—ysEίMβ
and ^ G 2 θ Λ ί γ > whence Λ;25—ys=0. However xxRΓ\x2R^0 shows j>s=0, a
contradiction.
Corollary 3. Let ΞF be as in Proposition 2. If every cyclic R-submodule of
M generated by an element in 3 is essentially extended to a direct summand of My
then each M Λ is uniform.
Proposition 4. Let χ(=S(M=yΣ®M<Λ).
M such that
Proof.

XRCLJV.

If N is a direct summand of

then N is completely indecomposable.

We express x in Λ f = Σ θ Λ ί Λ as x=x1-\

\-xn where 0ΦΛ;, G M { ,

i=l, •••,/:. Since N(®My there exists a direct summand N'ζξBN which is
isomorphic to some member in {MΛ}j by again [1], It is sufficient to show
N'=N.
Since N' has the exchange property,

for s o m e / c / , Since N'ΓϊxRφO, there exists / e { l , •••, n} which does
inj.
Without loss of generality we can assume i = l . Then /—J= {1}.
let N=N'®N" and assume iV'φO. We take 0 φ # in N" and express it
as z=y+p+q whereytΞN\p<^M2@ ~@Mn and g G Σ 0 M y ( ί : = / - { 2 ,

not lie
Now,
in (#)
,n}).

Since xR^JS[, we can easily take r in R such that Oφzr^xR and
Since zr—yr^xR> zr—yr=xt for some t^R.
Noting that xt=(p+q)r,
a n d ^ E M 2 φ φM w ,we see ^ = 0 and hence xt=pr. Since x
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is a smooth element with the length n, so is xt if xt Φθ, Therefore the fact xt=
pr^M2®
(BMn implies xΐ=Oy whence zr=yr. However N' Π iV"=0 says that
zr=0, a contradiction. Thus we must have N'=N.
Theorem 5. Let £F be as in Proposition 2 and assume if 2 x{ ^£F, Xi-\-Xj
for each i,j, where x^M^
Then the following condixions are equίvalerd:
1) Every cyclic submodule of M generated by an element in ΞF is essentially
extended to a direct summand of M.
2) For any pair a and β in I, every cyclic submodule of M generated by an
element in £FίΊ(ΛfΛ0Mβ) is essentially extended to a direct summand of MΛφMβ.
3) i) Eahc MΛ is uniform.
ii) For any pair a and β in I and any non-zero elements x*^Ma and
Xβ^Mβ such thai jc f l ) +^G9', there exists a monomorphίsmg of either Ma into Mβ
or Mβ into Ma such that g{x<A)=Xβ or g(Xβ)=xΛ.
Proof. In view of these conditions we may only show 1)<=>3)
1)=^3). By Proposition 2, each Ma is uniform. Let Mlf M2 be two
members in { M j j and let OΦ^ GM,-, Z # =1, 2 such that x=x1+x2^3'.
By
1), there exists a direct summand M' of M such that xR^eM\
Then, by Proposition 4, M' is a completely indecomposable and uniform module. Using
the exchange property of M' and the fact xR^xιR@x2Ry we have

M-M'ΘΣΘMΛ or

I=I'θΣθMβ.

In the former case let ψ: M=M'(B Σ 0Mα5->Λf2 be the projection.

Then it

is easy to see -ψ»(jc1)=— x2. Since x{R^eMi and x^3ϊ, —ψ\Mx is a monomorphism of M1 into M2 satisfying —ψ(χ1)=χ2.
Similarly we have a monomorρh;sm g of M2 into M1 with ^ ( ^ ^ ^ I m the latter case.
3)=#>1). Let Λ eΞF. If x lies in some M Λ , then we have indeed xR$Ze
M<z<^(BM. Thus assαme that the length n of x is not 1, and let x=x1+
'+xn&
Mγ@ ••• 0 M W where Λ1,- G M", . By 3), there exists either a monomorphism
hij\ Mi-^Mj or kji'. Mj-^Mi satisfying hij(xi)=xj or hji{Xj)=^xi for each pair
i,j in {1, •••, n}. As a resαlt we can take &e{l, "*,n} and monomorphisms
hkji Mk-^>Mj for aliy=f=& satisfying hkj(xk)=Xj. We may assume k=l. We put

Mi = {z+h12{z)+-+hln{z)\z^Mλ}
Then Λfί0M 2 Θ ΘΛf M =M 1 ΘM 2 θ
xxR c ^ that Λ^i? c g

.

ΘM ; i and moreover it follows from

REMARK. In the case where M has the essential socle and S={x
is simple}, the above proposition is dual to [9, Theorem 2].

Corollary 6. If M has the extending propet ty of cyclic smooth module for
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then it has also the extending property of cyclic smooth module for
Λy
any other decomposition of M by completely indecomposable modules.
Corollary 7. Let £F be as m Theorem 5 and assume that each M# satisfies
(M-I). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) Every cyclic submodule of M gererated by an dement in 3 is essentially
extended to a direct summand of M.
2) i) For Mp^{MΛ}r,
let {Mt}κ{β)
be the set of all M f e {M Λ } 7_ί/3} such
that MaξBMi has a smooth element with the length 2. Th?n the relation =<* is
linear in {Mβ} U {Mi}K(β)for any β e i .
ii) For any pair MΛ^*Mβ
and any x in CJ' V[(MΛ®Mβ) with the length 2,
say x=xa-]-Xβy there exists a monomorphism f: M^-^Mβ satisfying
f(xa)=xβ.
Corollary 8 (cf. [9, Corollary of Theorem 2]). Assume each Ma satisfies the
condition (M-I). Then the following conditions are equivalent \
1) M has the extending property of simple module.
2) For any β in I, the relation <^ * is linear in the subset {Mi}K(β) of all
Mi in {Ma}r >uch that S(MΛ)e**S(Mβ), and Hom^(5(M Λ ), S(Mβ)) is extended
to HomR(May Mβ)for any pair α, β in L

Proof. We can assume S(M)^eM, whence this is immediate by Theorem 5.

We can obtain similarly to Theorem 5
Theorem 9. We assume each Ma is uniform. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of uniform and smooth module.
2) For any pair α, β in I and any monomorphism f of a submodule AΛ of
MΛ to Mβ is extended to a monomorphism of Ma to Mβ or f~ι is extended to one of
Mβ to MΛ.
Proof. If Uis a uniform and smooth module, then there exists {au •••, an}
c : / for which ί 7 c M Λ l 0
0 M Λ j ι and every non-zero element in U has the
length n. Noting this fact, the proof is done by the same argument as in the
proof of Theorem S.
Theorem 10. We assume each Ma is umform. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of f.c. uniform module.
2) For any pair a, β in I, any homomorphism f of a submodule AΛ in M Λ to
Mβ is extended to an element in Hom i ? (M Λ , Mβ) or f'1 is extended to hne in
HomR(Mβy Ma), provided k e r / = 0 .

Proof.
we ha\e

1)=Φ2).

Using the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 5,
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Λf=Λf'θΣθΛ/Λ
I-{2)

where {x+f(x) \ xe Mλ} c ,M'<0M. If ker / Φθ, M' Ώ. ker /. Hence, we have
the former decomposition. Let n: M—> M2 be the projection on this decomposition. Then —π\M1 is an extension of/. If k e r / = 0 , then the assertion
follows from Theorem 9.
2)=Φ1).
Let N be a f.c. uniform submodule in M, say J V c ^ θ i l ί , . .
»=1

Let TΓOJ: M->MΛ be the projection. Since Γϊker πa. \N=0 and iV is uniform,
there exists i such that ker7ΓΛ/ \N=0. Hence, by 2) there exists/ say 1 such
that N={x+f1(x)J[
hfn(x)\xGπΛι(N)}
where /: MΛχ-*MΛi is an extension

of πai(πai\N)-\ ?ut M'={y+f2(y)+-+fn(y)\ytEMai}.
M'®il®Mai and N^eM'.

ThenJgθM^

Corollary 11. Let T be a completely indecomposable and uniform module.
Then T is quasi-tnjective if and only if T@T has ihe extending property of uniform module and T satisfies (M-I).
Proof.

This is clear from Theorem 10 and [4], [11].

Theorem 12. Assume each MΛ is uniform and for any pair a, β in Iy every
monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of uniform module.
2) For any a in I and a submodule Aa of Ma, every homomorphism of Aa to
2 ΘMo is extended to an element in Hom^M*, 2 ΘM-).
Proof.

For α G / , π# denotes the projection M = 2

1)==>2). Let AΛ be a submodule of Ma a n d / a homomorphism of Aa to
Σ ΘMtf. Putting N={x+f(x)\x^iAa}y
N is uniform; whence we can easily
I-{06}

take {aly —, an} ^1 such that Λ^ Π S(M='Σ1®M<,)= {x+πΛJ{x)-\
0+χtBAa} and all elements in N Γ\S(M='Σ®MΛ)

\-τt»JJ(x) I

has the length n+1 (cf. the

proof 2)=Φ 1) in Theorem 10). Put / ^ Σ πΛif and / 2 = Σ Xβf where
{ay «!, •••, α M }.

Then/=/1+/2

ί=l

Since πaif'is

K=I-

K

monomorphic for all z = l , •••, n,
n

/i can be extended to an element /{ in Hom^(M"Λ, Σ ® ^ , ) by Theorem 9
i= l

and the assumption that e\ery monomorphism of Ma. to
any pair α, , a} in {au # ,α M }. On the other hand, πβf
for all β^K, and hence by the same argument as in the
f2 can be also extended to an element fί in Hom^(MΛ, Σ
is a desired extension of/.

MΛ. is isomorphic for
is non-monomorphic
proof of Theorem 10,
®Mβ). Thus /{+fί
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Let iV(φO) be a uniform submodule of M. Then there exist
- , α j c / for which N

2)=Φ1).

and all elements in N Π S(M=Σ(BMΛ)

have the length n. Take a in {au •••,

Then the mapping / : 7ΓΛ(iV)-* Σ ®<^β given by f(πΛ(x)) = *Σπβ(x)

an}.

J { }

homomorphism and N= {x+f(x)\χ(=πa(N)}.
extension of/ and put N'= {y+f(y) \y^MΛ}.

'

is

ί"{Λ)

L e t / ' : M Λ - » Σ ® M β be an
I-{a}

Then we can see iV c

Theorem 13 (cf. [9, Theorem 1]). Assume each Ma is uniform. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
1) For any independent family {Nβ}j of direct summands of M which are
uniform, N=yΣ®Nβ
is a locally direct summand.
2)

Every mσnomorphίsm of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a and β in I

Proof. 1)=#>2). We assume / : MΛ-*Mβ is monomorphic where α, / 8 G /
and αΦ/3. Put M'Λ={x+f(x) \x^M<A).
Then MfΛ ΠMβ=0 and M^®Mβ=
M<ΛφMβy from which we see M'Λ*&MΛ and M'Λ is a direct summand of
MΛ®Mβ. Further MfΛ Π Ma=0.
Hence, by 1) M/Λ®MΛ=MΛ®Mβ
and hence
/ is epimorphic.
2)=^ 1). We note that if Ma^Mβ for αΦ/5, then MΛ satisfies (M-I). To
show 1), we may show the following: If {Nl9 ~-,Nn} is an independent set of
direct summands of M which are uniform then iVxΦ θiV,, is also a direct
summand of M. If n=ί, this is clear. Assume n>\ and N1Φ"-®Nn_1 is a
direct summand of M. Since each iVf is a direct summand of M and is uniform,
it is isomorphic to some member in {Ma\r by [1]. Since N1(&--'(BNn-1 has
the exchange property, we have

for some/c:/.

©Λ^ΘΛ^Θ

Since iVM has the exchange property, we have either M ^

ΘΛ^ωΛ^θΣθMy for some k or M=ΣθiV f θ Σ
J"

ί=l

J ί }

for some σ^J.
We have done in the latter case. In the former case
Let πy: Λ^Θ Θ Λ ^ . i θ Σ θ M γ - ^ M y be the projection. Noting i
Φ-^n-u we can easily see that there exists OφxeiVM and some p in / f o r which
7Γp |Λ?i2 is monomorphic. Since xR^eNny it follows that πp \Nn is monomorphic.
Since Nn^Nk^Ma
for some α i n / , πp \Nn is isomorphic by 2). Thus M=Nn
Corollary 14. Assume each Ma is uniform. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1) If N is in Theorem 13, then N is a direct summand of M.
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{MΛ}j is a locally semi-T-nίlpotent set and 2) of Theorem 13 holds.

Proof.

Use the same argument as in [9].

Theorem 15. Assume {Mα»}/ is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set and every
monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β in I. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of submodule.
2) i) Each MΛ uniform.
ii) For any subset J of I and any submodule A o/ 2 ® M β >

Horn*(A, Σ θ M J is extended to H o m ^ Σ Θ M β , Σ θ M Λ ) .

J

Proof. 1)=#>2). By Corollary 3, each MΛ is uniform. L e t / b e a subset
and A a submodule of Σ θ M « . Put P=Σϊ®Mβ and O ^ Σ θ M * . To show
J

IJ

J

HomR(A,Q) is extended to Hom Λ (P, Q), we may assume A^JP.
Now, by
1), there exists a direct summand B of M such that {x-\-f(x)\x^A} ^eB.
Then Bf] Q=0 and B®Q^eM.
Since BζφM, B is also a direct sum of completely indecomposable modules by [6], [12]. Hence we see M=B@Q by
Corollary 14. Let π: M=B®Q^Q
be the projection. Then we see —π\P
is an extension of/.
2)=Φ>1). Let A (Φθ) be a submodule of M. By Zorn's lemma, we can
take / c / such that i 4 n Σ θ M Λ = 0 and ^ Π Σ θ M y φ O for any
KUI-J.

Σ

IJ
I-J

Again we put P=^=*Σl®Ma and Q^^ΣJ^M^.

K

Noting each Ma is uniform, as is

easily seen, A@Q<^eM. Let π and π' be projections: M=s£@Mol,->P

and

-*£), respectively. Then we see π(A)^eP
since π(A)(BQ =
Since ^4 Π Q=0, the mapping/: π(A)-»Q given by f{π{a))^π\a)
is a homomorphism. Using 2), / is extended to a homomorphism/' of P to
ρ. Put i4'= {x+f(x) \x£ΞP\. Then ^ c i ' < φ M , Moreover π(A)^J> shows
Theorem 16. Assume that i) e^cA M Λ satisfies (M-I), ii) every monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β in I and iii) M has the extending
property of cyclic smooth module. Then every submodule of M which is isomorphic
to some member of {Ma} 7 is a direct summand of M. Therefore the following conditions are equivalent by [7, Lemma 2] (cf. [17]):
1) {M Λ } Z is a locally semi-T-nilpoteut set.
2) M has the exchange property.

Proof. Let iV be a submodule of M which is isomorphic to some member
in {Mo}/. By iii) and Corollary 3, each Ma is uniform and so is N. Let A'GiV
Then, by iii) and Proposition 4, there exists a direct sum-
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N' has the exchange property,

for some J£/.
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and N' is completely indecomposable.

Let π: M=N'' ®*Σi®Mβ-*N'

be the projection.

Since

Noting

j"

xRζZgN and xR^eN\
we can easily verify π\N is monomorphic and
NΠΣθΛίβ=0.
Here, using i) and ii) we see π\N is isomorphic. Thus we

3. Extending property of decomposition
Let M be an 2?-module and {Nβ}τ be an independent set of submodules of
M.

We say Σ 0 Λ ^ is extended to a decomposition of M if there exists a decompo-

sition M = Σ ® i V £ Θ M ' such that Nβ<^JSI'β for all /3<Ξ/. For a submodule
iV of M, we say M has ί/ie extending property of decomposition of iV if every decomposition of N is extended to a decomposition of M. Further we say M
has £/*£ extending property of direct sum of uniform modules if every direct sum
of uniform submodules of M is extended to a decomposition of M. Similarly
we can define the phrase of the extending property of direct sum of submodules.
When Λ f = Σ 0 M«, we say M has the extending property of direct sum of cyclic
smooth modules for M= 2 ΘM Λ if every direct sum of cyclic smooth submodules
is extended to a decomposition of M.

We also omit the word 'for

M=^(BM*

in the above if no confusions arise. We can also define the phrases of the extending property of direct sum of uniform and smooth modules and the extending property of direct sum of f.c. uniform modules, etc.
In this section we also assume {MΛ) ι is a set of completely indecomposable
iϊ-modules and put M = Σ θ Ma.
L e m m a 17. Let £F be as in Proposition 2. If for any {xβ}j<Z3? such that
{xpR}j is independent ^(BxpR
is extended τo a decomposition of M, then every
cyclic submodule of M generated by an element in 3 is essentially extended to a
direct summand of M.
Proof. Let #e£F. Since £F satisfies the condition (*) in §2, we can
take {xβ}j<^3 such that x^{xβ}j, {xβR}j is independent and *Σϊ(BxβR^eM.
Therefore, using the assumption, we can easily see that xR is essentially extended
to a direct summand of M.
Theorem 18. We assume {M Λ } 7 is a locally semί-T-nίlpotent set and each
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Then, for a subset 3 of S ( M = Σ θ Ma) satisfying the con-

ditions in Theorem 5, the following conditions are equivalent:
1) For any subset {xβ}j of 3 such that {xβR}j is independent, ^Σ®xβR
is extended to a decomposition of M.
2)
i) Each MΛ is uniform.
ii) If 3 contains x with the length 2 expressed as x = x1-\-x2 where
xt E M t , then there exists an isomorphism f: Mι^M2 with f(x1)=x2.
3) i) Every cyclic submodile of Mgenerated by an element in 3 is essentially
extended to a direct summand of M.
ii) Every monomorphism of MΛ to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair ay
β in I.

Proof. 1)=^2). By Corollary 3 and Lemma 17, each MΛ is uniform.
Let ΛfiG {Ma}j and assume that there exists Λf. e {Mj /.ω such that M^M{
contains a smooth element with the length 2 and denote the set of all such M{
and Mx by {M,}^. Then by Corollary 7, < * is linear in {Mt)κ.
For each
Γ
i^K— {1}, we can choose yl G2 Π(Λί 1 φM l ) with the length 2 since 3 satisfies
(*). Let yi=Zi+Xi where zi^Mι and ^ G M , - . Further we take OΦtfyG
MyΠS'forall 7£Ξj=I-K.
Then {yjjrll {#*}/£ 3* and {yiR}κ\J {xyR}j is
independent. Since each Ma is uniform, this shows Σ θ v , J ? θ Σ θ # y # £ ; , M .
By 1), we have a decomposition M = Σ θ F, θ Σ θ * V such that ytR^JFf
i£

for

J

all ί G ί and xyR<^eFy for all γ e / . Then each ί1,- and each i^y are completely
indecomposable by Proposition 4 and Lemma 17.
Now, noting yiR<^eFi for all /GUT, we see from the choise of {Λff }# that
for any *'ei£, Fs is not isomorphic to any member of {My}j. Hence there
exists one to one mapping via isomorphism between the set {M{}κ and {Fi}κ by
Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya's theorem [1], Let π: M = Σ θ M Λ - ^ M ι be
the projection. Since π \ yiR for all /&K"is monomorphic, we see from yiR^JFi
that πΊF, are monomorphic for all iEzK. Consequently Mx is the largest
with the relation < * . As a result, we see that if x is an element in £F with
the length 2, say x=xΛ-\-xβi then MΛ^^Mβ and there exists an isomorphism
/: Maf^Mβ satisfying f(xΛ)=xβ by Corollary 7 and the condition (M-I).
2)=Φ>1). For any Λ J G ? , XR is essentially extended to a direct sumand
of M by Theorem 5. Further if / is a monomorphism of Ma to Mβ9 then there
exists an element in 3 Π {Ma(&Mβ) with the length 2, whence Moύ^Mβ by ii)
and therefore/ is isomorphic by (M-I). Now, let {xβ}j be a subset of £F such
that {xβR}j is independent. To show that 2 θ % f i can be extended to a decomposition of My we can assume Σ ® xβRζΞ=eM. Let iV^ be a direct summand
of M such that xβR^JSίβ for all / 3 e / . Then {iVβ}/ is independent since
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{xβR}j is so and xβR^eNβ
for all β in / . Therefore, by Corollary 14,
Σ θ iV β <ΘM, from which we have Λf = Σ θ Nβ.
J

J

1), 2)=#>3). i) follows from Lemma 17 and ii) follows from 2).
3)=> 1). Let {xβ}j be a subset of £F such that {xβR}j is independent. By
i), there exists a direct summand Nβ of M such that xβRζΞ=eNβ for all /? in / .
Since {xβR}j is independent, so is {Nβ}j.
Hence Σ θ ^ ΐ s a direct summand
of M by Corollary 14, from which we see that Σ θ XβR is extended to a decomposition of M.
Corollary 19. We assume {M Λ } 7 is a locally semί-T-nίlpotent set and each
MΛ satisfies (M-l). Then
1) M has the extending property of direct sum of cyclic smooth modules if
and only if it has the extending property of cyclic smooth module and every monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β in I.
2) If M has the extending property of direct sum of cyclic smooth modules,
it has also the extending property of direct sum of cyclic smooth modules for any
other decomposition of M by completely indecomposable modules.
3) Let Mly M2<= {M Λ } 7 and 0 φ * f eΛf f , ί = l , 2.
AutR(XiR) is extended to Aut R (M { ) for ι = l , 2.

If xιJrx2

is smooth, then

Proof. If we take <3=S ( Λ f = Σ θ M Λ ) in Theorem 18, 1) and 2) are
clear.
3). By Theorem 18, there exists an isomorphism / of Mx to M2 with
f(x1)=x2.
Let s^AutR(x1R).
Then g(x1)jrx2 is also a smooth element and
hence, by again Theorem 18, there exists an isomorphism h of Mx to M2 with
h(g(x1))=x2.
Then h^f^Aut^M^
and h~1f\x1R=g.
Corollary 20. We assume { M J / is a locally semi-T-nilpoίent set and each
Ma is uniform and satisfies (M-I). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of decomposition of S(M).
2) For any pair a and β in I, if S ( M Λ ) ^ S ( M β ) , then MΛ^Mβ.
And
ΈndR(S(M€ύ)) is extended to End Λ (M α ί ) for any a in I.
3) M has the extending property of simple module and every monomorphism
of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β in I.
Proof. We can assume MeΏ.S(M),
simple} in Theorem 18.

and hence take £F = {xGM \ xR is

Theorem 21. Assume {M^j is a locally semi-T-nϊlpotent set and each Ma
is uniform and satisfies (M-I). Then the following conditίo?ι,s are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of direct sum cf uniform and smooth modules.
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2) For any pair α, β in I, any nionomorphism of any submodule AΛ of MΛ
to Mβ is extended to an isomorphism of Ma to Mβ>
3)
i) M has the extending property of uniform and smooth module.
ii) Every monomorphίsm of' MΛ to Mβ is ίsomorphic for any pair α, β in I.
Proof. l)=^i) of 3) is clear. Hence we have 1)<=>2)=Φ3) by Theorems 9
and 18. 3)=#>1) is shown by the same argument as in the proof of of 3)=#>1)
in Theorem 18.
Theorem 22. We assume each MΛ is uniform and satisfies (M-I). Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property oβ direct sum of fc. uniform modules.
2)
i) {MJ/ is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set.
ii) Every monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β
in I.
iii) For any pair a, β in I and any submodule AΛ of MΛy Hom^(^4α, Mβ)
is extended to HomR(Ma, Mβ).
3) I) {Ma}! is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set.
ii) Every monomorphism of M^ to Mβ is ίsomorphic for any pair a, β
in I.
iii) M has the extending property of c.f. uniform module.
Proof. 1)=#>2), 3). Clearly iii) of 3) holds and hence iii) of 2) follows
from Theorem 10. ii) of 2) follows from Theorem 13, whence to show the rest
that {MQJ/ is locally semi-T-nilpotent, we may show the following: Let
{M}7=i^{M«}r and {/,: Λff - > M f + 1 | i > l } a family of non-monomorphisms.
Then, for any x in Mly there exists integer n (depending on x) such that
Λ/.-i
/i(*)=o.
To verify this fact, put M\= {x+f(x) | * e M f } for i> 1. Then M'i®Mi+1
—Mi®Mi+ι for all i>\ and moreover {M'i\i>l}
is independent. Since
MίΓ!.M t φ0 for all z > l , we see Σ θ M £ c g J i ; © M , , whence by 1) we see
Σ θ Mί = Σ θ Mi.

This fact implies that if x in Mu then there exists n such

2) <=> 3) follows from Theorem 10.
3)=>1) is shown by the same argument as in the proof of 3)=^1) in
Theorem 18.
Similarly we obtain
Theorem 23. We assume each Ma is uniform and satisfies (M-I). Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of direct sum of uniform modules.
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2)

i) {M Λ } 7 is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set.
ii) Every monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair α, β in I.
iii) For any a in I and any submodule Aa of May H o m ^ * , Σ θ Mβ)
is extended to HomJMΛj Σ ΦMβ).
' {*}
I-[a)

3)

i) {M Λ } 7 is a locally semi-T-nίlpotent set.
ii) Every monomorphism of Ma to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair α, β

in I.
ίi) M has the extending property of uniform module.
Proof. We can show this by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
22 (use Theorem 12 instead of Theorem 10).
Further we have the following theorem.
Theorem 24. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of direct sum of submodule*.
2) i) Each Ma is uniform.
ii) Every monomorphism of MΛ to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair α, β in I.
iii) {Ma}j is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set.
iv) For anyj^l
and any submodule A^Σ, 0 Mβ) Hom^(^4,
is extended to H o m ^ Σ 0 Mβ9 Σ 0 Ma).
'
' ~J
3)

i) Every monomorphism ofMΛ to Mβ is isomorphic for any pair a, β in I,
ii) {M Λ } 7 is a locally semi-T-nilpotent set.
iii) M has the extending property of submodule.

Proof. 1)=#>2). iii) follows from Corollary 3. So, i) and ii) follow from
Corollary 14 and hence we know iv) by Theorem 15.
2)<=>3) follows from Theorem 15.
3)=Φ1). Let {Nβ}j be an independent set of submodules of M. By iii),
there exists iV£<0M such that Nβ^eNβ
for all β in /. Since Nβ(®M and
ii) holds, each Nβ is a direct sum of completely indecomposable i?-modules by
[6], [12]. Hence Σ θ J Y / Θ M by Corollary 14. Hence Σ θ i V β is extended
J

J

to a decomposition of M.
4. Applications
We start with
Proposition 25. If M is a quasi-injective R-module, then M has the extending
property of submodule. If we assume futher that M is a direct sum of completely
indecomposable modules, say M = Σ 0 Ma, then M has the extending property of
direct sum of submodules.
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Proof. Let N be a submodule of M. Then E(M)=E(N)®K for some
K. Since M is quasi-injective, M=(E(N) Π M)®(K Π M) and then N^eE(N)
Γ\M. Next, since Λf is quasi-injective, M has the exchange property by [3].
Hence we see from [6], [12] that {MΛ}7 is locally semi-T-nilpotent. For any
pair ay β in /, we show that every monomorphism / : MΛ->Mβ is isomorphic.
Let p be an isomorphism of E{M<Λ) to E(Mβ) which is an extension of/. Since
MaφMβ is quasi-injective, p~\Mβ)^MΛ
by [11]. Hence
Mβ^p(Ma)=f{Ma)
and hence / is indeed isomorphic. Now, let {Nβ} j be an independent set of
submodales of M. Then, there exists a direct summand Nβ of M such that
Nβ^JSfβ for all β in J. Since {M α } 7 is locally semi-T-nilpotent and Nβ(®M,
each Nβ is a direct sum of completely indecomposable modules. Consequently
we see from Corollary 14 that 2 Φ ^ β is a direct summand of M; whence
Σ ® -Wβ is extended to a decomposition of M.
Theorem 26. Lei {Λf*} j be a set of completely indecomposable R-modules
and put M=^Σi®MΛ.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1)
2)

M is quasi-injective
M 0 M has the extending property of direct sum of submodules.

Proof. 1)==>2). Since M i s quasi-injective, MφM
by [ L [H] Hence 2) holds by Proposition 25.
2)=Φ 1) is easily seen from Theorem 24.

is also quasi-injective

4

Corollary 27. Let T be a completely indecomposable R-module and consider M='Σ@MΛ
where Ma<=& T for all a in I" | /1 > 2. 77*m Λf ώ quasi-injective
if and only if M has the extending property of direct sum of submodules.

Proof. If the cardinal | / | = o o , then M®M^M;
whence the statement
follows from Theorem 26. If | / | <°o, then M is quasi-injective if and only
if T is quasi-injective. Hence in this case, the proof also follows from Theorem
26.
Theorem 28.
and M — Σ © Ma.

Let {Ma} jbe a set of indecomposable quasi-injective R-modules
Consider the following conditions:

I

1) M is quasi-injective.
2) For any pair a, β in I, if E{M<Λ)^E{Mβ), then M<»^Mβ.
3) M has the extending property of direct sum of submodules.
Then we have 1)=Φ3)=Φ2), and in the case when M is non-singular, all conditions are
equivalent.

Proof. 1)=#>3) follows from Proposition 25.
3)==>2). Let p be any isomorphism of E(MΛ) to E(Mβ) for pair α, β in /.
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Then p~1(Mβ)ΓlMΛΦ0.
Hence, there exists /: MΛ->Mβ extended from
p I p~\Mβ) Π Ma and / is isomorphic by Theorem 22. Assuming M is nonsingular, we show 2)==>1). By [13], we see that 'Σι®E(M(A) is quasi-injective
and every non-zero homomorphism of E(Mcΰ) to E(Mβ) is isomorphic for any
pair a, β in /; so HomR(E(MΛ), E(Mβ))=0 if E(Ma)^E(Mβ).
Further if α,
β in I and /: E(MΛ) -> E(Mβ) is isomorphic, then f(MΛ) c Λfp. For, by 2),
there exists an isomorphism g: Ma-^Mβ.
Let p: E(Ma)->E(Mβ) be an extension of g. Since M Λ is quasi-injective, p~ιf(Ma)CLMΛ by [11], This indeed
implies f(M<Λ)^Mβ.
Thus M is quasi-injective by [4] and [11].
Proposition 29. Lei {MΛ} j be a set of uniform and completely indecomposable
R-modules with (M-I) and the cardinal \ I | φ 1, and put M=^®Ma.
We assume
E{MΛ)^E{Mβ) for all a, β in I and M has the extending property of direct sum
off.c. uniform modules. Then if either | /1 < °° or R is right Noethrian, M is
quasi-injective.
Proof. Let p be any isomorphism of E(M1) to E(M2) for 1, 2 in /. Then
there exists an isomorphism /: M1->M2 such that f=p on ρ~1(M2f]Mι) (see
proof of Theorem 28). Let h <Ξ H o m ^ , Mλ) for A c Mx. Then fh is extended
to a homomorphism t: M1->M2 by Theorem 22. Hence, f~H is an extension
of h and so M1 is quasi-injective. Further, since f~1p^ΈndR(E(M2)),
M2=
1
f(p- (p(M1))) = p(M1) by [11]. If | / | < o o or Λ is Noetherian, E(M) =
. Hence, M is quasi-injective by [4] and [11].
Corollary 30. Let {Mα} ί and M be as above. We assume further each MΛ
is non-singular and M has the extending property of fx. uniform modules. Then
if either | /1 < oo or R is right Notheriany Σ 0 M Λ is quasi-injective, where Γ is
l'

a subset of I such that for a in Γ there exists ρ(a) Φα in I with
Proof. Since Ma is non-singular, HomR(E(MΛ), E(Mβ))=0 if
E(Mβ). Hence, we have the corollary by Proposition 29 and [4], [11],
Especially, when R is a Dedekind domain, we have
Theorem 31. Let R be a Dedekind domain and M an R-module. Then M
has the extending property of direct sum of uniform modules if and only if either
1) M is quasi-injective or
2) M=K®E, where E is torsion and injective and KSQ=E(R).
If M has the extending property of direct sum of uniform modules, then
Λf=2j®Λ£» with MΛ uniform, since R is Notherian. We shall complete the
proof by making use of elementary properties of abelian groups as follows:
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Lemma 32. Let K be an R-submodule of Q and {/: K-^E(Piyii)} a set of
homomorphisms. We assume P, Φ P ; if i Φj and for some αΦO in K, f(a)=0 for
almoJ all i. Then {/} ts summable, i.e., for any x in K,f(x)=0 for almost all
i, where P t is a non-zero prime ideal, E(Pi)=E(RIPi) and E(Pi)(Ii) is a direct sum
oflrcopίes of £(P t ) (cf. [14]).
Proof. We may asume a= 1 and K Ώ. R. Then f e Horn* (K/R, E(Piyli >)
for almost all i. Hence, since K/R=^®(^-primary part of KIR), {/} is sumq

mable.
Lemma 33. Let K be as above and L an R-submodule of E(P). If
^4, L) is extended to Hom^iC, L) for any submodule A in K, then L=E(P).
Proof.

We may assumedΏ.R. We assume Lφ£(P).
n

2n

Then L=pIΓnRy

where E(P)=[jp^R
and p^^QjR.
Put A=p R^B=p R.
Then the
natural epimorphism /: A->AjB^L is in Hom^^, L). Let ^eHom^i?, L)
be an extension of/.
Since (ker£) f)A=B,

Then R=kerg+A.
Hence,
RP=(kerg)PJrAP=(kerg)P.
AP=BPy a contradiction. Hence, L=E(P).

The following lemma is similar to Theorem 22.
L e m m a 34.

Let T=^(BT<»

be any decomposition of an R-module and let

each TΛ be uniform. If T has the extending property of direct sum of f.c. uniform
modules, then any element in Hom Λ (^4 Λ , Tβ) is extended to HomR(Ta, Tβ) for any
pair α, β in I and for any submodule AΛ in TΛ.

Proof. Let / be in H o m ^ , T2). Put A(f)= {a+f{a) \a^A^ and consider
an essential submodule A(f)®T2@
Σ @Ta of T. Then there exists a de'"{1,2}

comsition T=J^®Sa

such that SΛe^Ta
1

a direct summand of 2 , SΛ= Ta for a Φ1.

for α φ l and SuΏ.A(f).

Since TΛ is

Thus, T= S,® Σ θ TΛ and so π \ Tx
'-ίU

is an extension of/, where π: T->T2 is the projection on the decomposition.
Proof of Theorem 31. We assume M has the extending property of direct
sum of uniform modules. Then M = Σ ® M Λ θ 2 φ M β , where Ma (resp. Mβ)
is a torsion-free (resp. torsion) uniform submodule of M. We may assume
Ma^Q for all a in Iλ. First we assume | / i | > 2 . Take 0 φ # in MΛlΓ\MΛ2.
For any mφO^R a homomorphism/: xmR->xR by setting f(xmr)=xr is extended to g: MΛi-+MΛ2 by Lemma 34. Hence,
xR(l/m)^M^(llm)=g(Mai)^
Ma2. Therefore, M<»2=Q and so each Ma=Q for a in 71# Furthermore we
know Mβ=E(P) for any β in I2 by Lemmas 32 and 33. Hence, M is injective.
If 1/^=1 and Mai=Qy M is also injective as above. Next, assume I / J ^ l
and M ^ S Q . Then M is of the form 2). Finally, we assume M is torsion.
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Each Mβ is a completely indecomposable with (M-I). Hence, M is quasiinjective by Proposition 29, the fact: H o m ^ P ) , E(Q))=0 if Pφ£> and [3], [9].
Conversely, if M is quasi-injective, M has the extending property of direct sum
of submodules by Proposition 25. Let I ^ ί θ Σ θ f i f P ) ^ as in 2). We
assume JV=iViθΣθJV|j be an essential submodule of M, where Nx (resp. Nβ)
is torsion-free (resp. torsion) and uniform. Let π and πP be the projection of
(/p)
M onto K and Z?(P) , respectively. Then π\Nλ is isomorphic. Put/ P =
1
πpiπlN,)' : π{Nι)-^E(Pψp\ Then {/P} is summable. Since £(P)W is
i )
injective, we obtain an extension gP^HomR(K, E(Py ^ ) of fP. Then {gP} is
also summable by Lemma 32. Put Γ = { ^ + Σ ^ W k ^ ^ } GΛf. Then M=
a n d

- K ' ^ i . Σ θ W p ) ^ Σ θ ^ (cf. The proof of
Theorem 10). Hence, iVi®ΣθiVβ is extended to a decomposition of M by
proposition 25.
Theorem 35. Lei R be a left perfect ring [2]. TA^w the following conditions are equivalent
1) Every direct sum of completely indecomposable uniform R-module has the
extending property of simple module.
2) For every completely indecomposable submodules Ux and U2 of an indecomposable injective module E, there exists an automorphism f of E such that
either f{Ux)^U2
with f\S(E) = f or f{U2)^Uλ
with f\S{E)=f~ι
for any

Proof. 1)=^2) is clear from Theorem 5. Since every uniform module is
embedded in an indecomposable injective module, 2)=#>1) also follows from
Theorem 5.
We end this paper with the following theorem.
Theorem 36. Let R be a right and left arίinian ring. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
1) R is a generalized uniserial ring [15].
2) Every right R-module, as well as every left R-module, has the extending
property of simple module.

Proof. 1)=^2). Every module M is a direct sum of uniserial modules by
Hence, we know 1)=^2) by Theorem 35.
2)=Φ 1). Let ebeaprimitiveidempotent. Since eR/eA is indecomposable
for every right ideal eA, S(eR/eA) is simple by 2). Hence, R is a right generalized
uniserial ring. By the same argument, we see R is also left uniserial.
[15].
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